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March 1933
16 THREE DAYS TO SEE
The gift of sight opens up a vivid world of imagination for the famed writer. HELEN KELLER

August 1998
22 WALTER MIKAC'S MESSAGE OF HOPE
In the aftermath of a terrible tragedy, a bereaved father shares a story of courage and love. WALTER MIKAC

June 1988
30 UNFORGETTABLE SNOW WHITE
When Snow White met Walt Disney they lived happily ever after. JOHN CULHANE

April 1999
38 HERE COMES A CYBER MUM
Just because the kids leave home doesn’t mean that you can’t reach them – anywhere. LIAO YU HUI FROM THE UNITED DAILY NEWS

February 1998
42 LOST IN THE CORAL SEA
The skipper’s determination was their only chance of survival. TRACEY AUBIN

October 1957
50 WHAT IT TAKES TO BE ROYAL
Behind the pomp and planning is a newly crowned Queen Elizabeth II facing up to an enormous challenge. FRANCIS DRAKE AND KATHARINE DRAKE

May 1963
60 IF I COULD GO TO SCHOOL AGAIN
Forget maths and history. Let’s be taught ping pong and how to laugh more. DON HEROLD
July 1994
68 THE CASE OF THE MISSING KEYS
It appeared to be the perfect crime. Only one thing was unaccounted for. DAVID MOLLER

December 1964
78 THE BEAR THAT CAME TO SUPPER
What would you do if you met a bear in the woods? ROBERT FRANKLIN LESLIE

December 1998
86 REMINISCENCES BY THE KITCHEN STOVE
Happiness radiates from childhood memories. YOUNG JIN

June 1989
92 FROM STREET KIDS TO ROYAL KNIGHTS
The boys were pawns in the game of life until they discovered chess. JO COUDERT

November 1999
104 A QUESTION OF TRUST
A plain white cotton handkerchief has myriad uses. SHERRY HEMMAN HOGAN

May 1956
110 THE CURIOUS CUSTOM OF GOING STEADY
When teenagers like each other, there are certain rituals to follow. CAMERON SHIPP

August 1991
116 TRAPPED BENEATH A BLAZING TANKER
A young girl is pinned underneath a burning petrol tanker. JAMES HUTCHISON

REGULARS
4 Editor’s Letter
8 Staff Picks
10 Testimonial
29, 85 Points to Ponder
49, 91, 115 Personal Glimpses
36, 128 Quotable Quotes

HUMOUR
12 Laughter, the Best Medicine
64 Life’s Like That
100 All in a Day’s Work